In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful

English Translation of Dream and visions of Syedna Mahmood (RA)
Vision number 528 – During the Night of 17th /18th March 1951

On the night of 17th and 18th March received the revelation: “From Sindh to
Punjab on both sides shall manifest parallel signs”

When I was receiving this revelation simultaneously it was being put in my heart
that the word parallel concerned both sides; and both sides either mean both
sides of river Sindh (Indus) or both sides of rail (track) or road which connect
Karachi with the eastern parts of Pakistan.

Thus in this way it was put in my heart that these signs will be a good tiding for
us. It is not essential that every blessed thing may in apparent form be also
pleasant in every respect. Sometimes Warning signs are a blessing for
dispensations of God because by their manifestation attention of the
people gets directed to accept the Truth. However this revelation
indicates that such a big sign or many signs will manifest which affect in general
the southern areas or northern areas of river Sindh or southern area or northern
areas of Railway. It also means that the northern or southern Sindh or
Balochistan will be affected. And also on this side of River Sindh and the other
side i.e. Daira Ghazi Khan, Mianwali, Cambpellpur and parts of Frontier province
will be affected or in these areas most parts will be affected.

From the words “Both sides” there is a fear God Forbid it may not be indication
of typhoon; because apparently what may occur on both sides it may be a flood.
But since Allah the Exalted has not made it evident we should also wait that Allah
the Exalted may manifest Sign as He Wills. However it is told that this sign will
be a blessing for us in many ways.

Interpretation and Explanation

In view of this humble Ch. Ghulam Ahmad Mahmood the Second the above
warning /prediction of Syedna Mahmood has manifested in the shape of current
floods in Pakistan; Which have affected a huge population in Pakistan
constituting Non-Believers of Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (AS) and also as a parallel
to above it has affected & afflicted vast numbers of Ahmadis who do not believe
in Hadhrat Mirza Rafi Ahmad Ayub-e-Ahmadiyyat. I have been warning about it
to Ahmadi brothers in my various letters to them.

Note: This vision is supplement to Syedna Mahmood’s vision number 390,
26th March 1946 and vision number 466, April 1948

